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'Cowboy vs. Samurai'

Ryan Baladad, Jul 20, 2007

Though titled Cowboy vs. Samurai, there is neither a
cowboy nor a samurai nor any imagined showdown
between the two, in the new sensational play written by
Michael Golamco, directed by 20-year theater veteran
Keiko Shimosato and presented by the Asian American
Theater Company.

Set in the present-day small town of Breakneck, Wyo., and
centered on two Asian American residents, Travis Park and
Chester A. Arthur, this is no Asian Brokeback Mountain,
but rather a Cyrano de Bergerac with an Asian touch.

The fun begins in this comedy- romance when attractive
and amiable Korean American Veronica Lee (Melissa
Navarro) moves into town from New York City. Navarro’s
improbable biology teacher instantly becomes the center of
attention and involved in a schoolhouse love triangle.

Travis (Chuck Lacson), a Korean American English
teacher, starts to fall for Veronica but denies his feelings
once he discovers that she has “preferences.” Del (Wylie
Herman), a non-Asian American PE teacher and Travis’
close friend, tries to woo the new resident, but it takes
more than looks to capture Veronica’s attention. With
reluctance, Travis writes love letters for Del, letters that
successfully sweep Veronica off her feet. In a subplot,
Chester (Jose Saenz) deals with struggles of his own. An
adoptee unsure of the country of his birth, Chester is left
confused about his identity.

While Lacson plays the role of Travis to a tee, allowing the
audience to empathize with him throughout his ordeal,
Saenz’s comedic performance as Chester, alone, is worth
the price of admission. Dressing in different costumes and
acting like a watered-down Jim Carrey, Saenz is the yang
to the yin of Cowboy vs. Samurai.

The dialogue between the characters is thought provoking,
pointing out race issues, social interactions and various
perspectives on life, all with witty banter. One particular
scene between Veronica and Chester disproves some
popular Asian stereotypes: imagine two boxers exchanging
phrases instead of punches.

Between scenes, Herman performs monologues about love
that have as much wisdom as the teachings of Confucius,
gesticulating to emphasize his words in a pleasing contrast
from his character.

Cowboy vs. Samurai is an enjoyable performance, not just
for Asians, but for all. Although it has only a cast of four,
the play will leave a fantastic impression on those who
watch it.
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